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You ARE what is interesting about you. Did anything surprise you? Was there anyplace where you just
wanted to keep writing? What pops out at you: what questions were easy to answer, what were difficult?
Kaplan includes his plan, step-by-step, as well as a few bits of inspiration to keep students motivated toward
their goals. This book features tips from both judges and scholarship applicants. What healthcare experiences
have been meaningful to you? This book features a variety of scholarships, from academic awards to those
based on volunteer work and minority status. Students will also find tips about making an impression during
interviews and highlighting their strengths. That is what is important. It takes much more motivation and
determination to not only become admitted into a school but also to pay for it. Let Your own personality come
out. In your essay you are a unique, breathing and living person, not a set of numbers and facts. Parents also
recommend this handy guide because it also includes information about internships and loan programs. You
can Put it away for a little while and let things percolate, BUT Make time to keep exploring and keep coming
back. How to Go to College Almost for Free by Ben Kaplan Students worried about paying for college can get
some advice from somebody who has been through it all. The handbook also features essays that actually won
awards so that students can see shining examples. By Kristina Ellis This book was written by a woman who
earned her way through college with scholarships after she lost her father and her mother could not afford to
pay for her education. Not only does this guide include scholarship and grant information, but it also features
step-by-step instructions to completing the FAFSA and other important processes. Be honest. This is your
chance to communicate directly to the Admissions readers. Tell stories. Note how they have been part of how
you do things and what you choose. Who is someone that has been important to you and why? Welcome
surprises! Use details. Make it Personal! Also helps them know about your character and motivation for going
to medical school. Fortunately, many books about scholarships and guides about how to receive them are
readily available.


